Supplementary Information
Higher fluorescence in platinum(IV) orthometallated complexes of perylene imine compared with their platinum(II) or palladium(II) analogues Annotation for the involved orbitals: -π(Per) and π*(Per) indicate generic occupied and empty orbitals of perylene. Since all perylene orbitals are of type π, only HOMO and LUMO are emphasized. -π(Ar), π(C=N), π(acac) and σ(acac) indicate occupied bonding orbitals of ethylphenyl substituent, imine group and acetylacetonato ligand. Analogously, π*(Ar), π*(C=N), π*(acac) and σ*(acac) are empty antibonding ones. I specify a lone pair of iodide ligand -x 2 -y 2 , z 2 and πd (xy, xz or yz) indicate a d-orbital centered in the metal, assuming the most symmetric environment for the metal. Mono-exponential and bi-exponential fluorescence decay models were fitted to each decay. Eqn (1) describes the mono-exponential decay model:
where I 0 is the relative intensity, t is the time and τ is the fluorescence lifetime, both expressed in ns. The bi-exponential decay model is expressed by Equation (2) as:
where B 1 and B 2 are the relative intensities associated with two lifetimes, τ 1 and τ 2 , respectively.
Mono-exponential models are normally used to fit fluorescence decay. Bi-exponential fits may be more appropriate for samples containing non-linear decays. Fitting was done using FAST software from Edinburgh Instruments by a least-squares algorithm using a reconvolution approach. In this method, convolution of Equation (1) or (2) with the instrumental response function (IRF) is done prior to evaluating the goodness of fit with a weighted χ 2 parameter. 
